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At present, th-ere i; a L~reat need for generatorq of huge electric pulses
to iraplem-ent cturrc~at and' prop;,.e' fusion experiments; to power increasinigty
energetic las :-r devices; IfOr stationary as well as airbornc- radar systems;
fcr mi-litary applications.
Rtcert advances have occurred in the laser and plasma fields. Breakthrcuahs have been achieved in the sci-encr of -naterials. Extensive stu(*ies
are ~-~in carried ot.it in the U. S. S. R- of non-ideal plas~iia states and of the
mretall~zat'ior
'.,?enomeno.n. These d(evelopments make it advantigeous to stop
anid cosrtthe
present technical status of pulse generation, and to inquire:
Which would be t-he morcst profitable dircctions to pursue to advance the art?
This reportt assez5e6 the state of the art of generating high-pow,.r.r highenergy electric pulse6. '-- -ccomnplish this goal, it watt recessary to give
thought to -naw;y bvsi.: t,uestiar's, such as:
(al rotating
-ha1iznes: What are the present upper limnits for pu--lse
amplitude -tnd the corresqf-uding pulse duration~s?
(b) mnotic !ix cornt.ýressi-or': Whnat techniques have been used;
how large are the generated p'-.ses; what. are their durations?
~elctrnicmodulator, technology: What is the limit of the capability for -.ulse generation In this area?
idi relativi-Lt-ic~e'-ctron !:eamrs: -What techniques exist for controllinpg t'-e hiqh-voitage zischarges c.-ei-tunz these beams? What power lev-els,
havc so Ltr be!en attarn.:d? :9o.w nave they been uscd for generating microwave putser,

(e) pja6.rn instabilitie-ýs-:
Whn±Ui plasma prociesser have prorspects
ni Litilization fn.r RF pulse -rrrtc
N? What has been achie-.e~d so far?
T~~-. zuestLns arýe addressed in the

-vew(Sec.

UI) and in the technical

Sectionz. followin~g it '.Ll1-VP.

Rulse 2enexatio involves a wnuriber of ciosely related a.-eas to vAMich
considerable attention .s paid in the report. Somne are:
(a)

utilization of non-ideal plasnna~i. metallization

b) .vhether and 'ow- advances ia supercond,-7ctor technoj"ogy can bet
applied to Lulse producti.-n.
Date for the asses s.-nent were obtairedd in several v..ays:
(ai By selccted readin-g of current technical literature. Particular
fields -,ere chosen to be su-rveyed: those ta-,x we jueged to be m~ost relevant
to ~arge pulse generation. The inform:7 riorn so obtained was condensed into a
series al 10 self-c mntained >apers;
i-V*11.
11
each of which presents rzonceptual baclground in its Riem, toiether with a description of stalte-ol the-art
developments.
Q--)

By visits to mnany

'important sites, as opportunity ali-4wed,

both

immediately prior to and during the contract period (examples: Los Alamos;
Livermore; Princeton; Max-Planck Institute; Kurtachov Institute; Nagoya
Plasma Physics Institute. ) By attendance at technical conferences (examples:
electronic modulators, NYC 9/73; fusion, Philadelphia APS 11/73). By conversations in depth with people expert in various flelds.(See Sec. VII.) The
perspectives and insights gained in this way served as background for the
technical papers, and were incorporated into the Overview.
I1.

Overview:

An Assessment of Ways of Generating High-Power and HighEnergy Electric Pulses

Electric pulses with energies approaching the gigajoule range and powers on the order of tens of terawatts are increasingly finding use in weapons
systems, research, and industry. Among the various important applicat.lons
are plasma and laser technologies, oil prospecting. geological and oceanographic surveying, and metal cutting and welding.
A. Recent Advances in Materials
The development of new devices usually involves two major a3pects:
(1) materials, and (2) design. Since technical and economic considcrations
impose limits on the dimensions of the pulse generator, high energy and power outputs imply high energy and power densities, and hence, high mnechanical,
electromagnetic, and thermal stresses in the materials employed. Fortunately, recent advances in the science of materials, at extremes of both low
temperature and high pressure, hold promise for attaining the required performance parameters.
In our earlier studies of electromechanical pulsers [ 1-4], it was suggested to "freeze" the impressed magnetic field in a superconducting shield.
in order to reduce the rise time of the pulse and enhance the overall efficiency.
This, however, could only be done if superconductors were produced in twisted
multistrand filament form, so as to reduce the ac losses associated with the
current pulse. Such an ideal shield can now be realized, since niobium carbonitride has successfully been converted into intrinsically stable superconducting flexible fibers with a critical temperature in excess of 18 0 K [5.
Moreover, thE new fibers will allow practical realization of a novel type
of pulse generator. According to Thomassen (61,a system of three nested
spherical coils, made of superconducting material, can be used to transfer
150 MJ of energy to an inductive load in a time of about 10 ms,:c.
Great progress has also been made in understanding the behavior of
materials near critical temperatures and pressures, conditions which are
likely to prevail in electromechanical pulsers. Under the concomnitant action
of strong electric fields and shock compression, insulating materials, such as
the inert gases filling the generators, may acquire metallic conductivities [7J.
This metallization phenomenon poses a double challenge to Lhe designer of
elctromechanical pulsers:
(1)

How to avoid the creation of short-circuited paths, which rmay
shunt the load or change the impedance matching charncteristics
of the connecting transmission lines.

F
(2)

How to utilize these metallization effects in a constructive way.

The combination of metailic-state conductivities with the low viscosity
and consequently, the high-operating velocities afforded by the gaseous state
is ideally suited for impulsive, magnetofluid dynamic generation schemes
[8. 91. The high conductivity and high flow-velocity can also be utilized for the
realization of high-power, fast-acting switching elements.
B.

Video Pulse Generator Classes

Pulse generators fall into four major classes, which are distinguished
by their pulse duration, energy storage form. and design.
1.

Electromechanical Pulsers with Kinetic Energy Storage

These pulsers cover the longest pulse range (down to tens of milliseconds), with efficiencies of better than 50 percent. Levi and Pande r 1-4] have
studied both the homopolar and the heteropolar types. A recent realization of
the former type by Rioux [ 101 yields a 100 IMJ output in several tenths of a
secaud. Pulses one order of magnitude shorter, with an output energyr of
11 MW, are obtained from the Rebut-Torossian generator [ 11]. This design
:xakes use of a structure simnilar in function and concept to the shield of Levi
and Pande f12]
2.

Explosive-Driven Pulse Generators

These cover the pulse range between a fraction of a millisecond ana a
few ,microseconds. The energy stored in chemical form is used directly to
propel th( conductor against the self-excited magnetic fielk [13-14). The
overall efficiency ic on the order of a few percent, and the generator is destroyed after a single shot. These generators, however, are relatively cheap
(less than $500 per MJ output), and very compact (up to 100 MJ withiL the dimensions of one cubic meterl. They have performed reliably in outer space
[15 j and can penetrate the highest magne.tic fields [ 16-17]. h 1966 Sakharov
[181 disclosed the attainment of 25 MG fields. Much higher fields have been
attained more recently ( 191. It is interesting to note that the corresronding
niagnetic pressures exceed 10• atm. A possible application of such generators, as suggested by S•kharov [ 18), is a betatron accelc:ator capable of deliveriag bursts of i018 protons at 1000 GeV energy. He calculatee that the
experiment ccrild be repeated 50 to 100 times for the cost required lo build a
permanent accelerator.
P-ulsc Generators w-ith Intermediate Inductive. Energy Storage
Inductive energy storage has alrepdy been mcntic e,' n connecion with
Thomassen's design [I'c. R is also used in cascaded explosive-driven generators
201 !-, order to shorten the rise time of the pulse to the order of 1 tLsec.
A major drawback of interstage inductive storage is the necessity of using an
opening switch in oiler to transfer the energy to the load. The trancfer efficiency is often r.nuch le ýs than 50%. Presently used as switching elements
are explosive wires and foils. Faster rise times, but not higher efficiencies.
could be obtained as mentionec before. by utilizing the rapid changes in conductivity which accompar-. the transition froi, metallization to the gaseous
state.
4

4.

Pulse Modulators with Capacitive Energy Storagje

Capacitor banks are the only energy source capable of delivering submicrosecond pulses with efficiencies better than 80%. However, since the
density of stored -tnergy is three orders of magnitude less than in rotating
machines, and five orders of magnitude less than in chemical explosives, the
energy output is liimited to tens of M' s. A promising development it: this
area is the use of water as a dielectric. Taking advantage of the high dielectric constant (e a 80) and hig-bdielectric strength (E max = 500 ky/cm), energy
densities approaching I MJ/mr
could be attained. For pulsed output appiications, the high conductivity of wat*.r and consequent losses would not bc •bjectio.-,able.
(C.

P•F Pulse Generation
The number of ways of generating high-power IRE or microwave pulses

is far more limited than for video pulses.
I.
Canventional means
Conventional means of generating highpower microwave pulses utilize interaction of an electron beam (confined within a vacuum envelope) with slow-wave or iesonant structures. In this class
may be placed the magnetron; amplitron; klystron; backward wave oscillator;
travelling wave tube. Some general limitations on the powers available from
these conventional sources are [2, 22]:
(a) Electrical breakdown at the window connecting the source
to the antenna system.
(b) Heat dissipation in the associated slow wave or resonant
structures.
(c) Admissible current density of the cathode.
One technique
that sometirres serves to by-pass this limi*_on, especially at millimeter
wavelengths, is the use of an election focussing gun which multiplies the
cathode current density by a factor cf about 50.
(d) Admissible voltage. This limitation is particularly important under the pulsed conditions oz interest in t~iis context. For voitages in
excess of 40 kV the electron velocity approaches the speed of light and RF
voltages produce variation in mass. rather than the necessary velocity modulation. However, the limiting voltage may well be on the order of 150 kV if
it is desired to obtain bandwidth in excess of 30%. Bandwidth appears to be
limited by dispersion of the slow wave structures. When the phase velocity
approaches the speed of light, low dispersion and high co DiL-•g impedance
seem to be incompatible.
(e) Coherence of oscillations. For a given beam cur~rent density,
the number of electrons decreases as the cube of the wave', igt.'4. rs the wavelength decreases toward I mm. coherent osci".tiors be;rc.rsi: "Iy
difficult to achieve.
2.
Non-conventional Means
Recent investigal ",,,is isinr relativistic
pulsed beams of electrons have opened a new avenue to the generation of highpower RF pulses. High voltage - high _urrent - 100 n -,ec discharges at the
terawatt level can now be generated and controlled [ 231. By placing suitable
rigid periodic structures [241 in a position to couple to the beam. cr by

allowing the beam to interact with magnetic fields with fixed spatial periodicity [25J, pulses of narrow-band energy have been generated. The dominant
frequency is controlled by the spatial period. Power levels of I GW [261 have
been attained in the X-band microwave range for pulse durations somewhat
shorter than that of the video pulse discharge.
Bursts of RF radiation with 'lack-body. spectral distribution ivere generated by Cowan and Freeman [27 j using an arc discharge i, a deuterum
plasma. Peak powers in the order of terawatts wifh energies in the order of
megajoulee we:e obtained. Here, the energy conversion process from chernical to electror.agnellic form was a direct one.
Each of these methods of P.F pulse generation has a different virtue:
one has a narrow spectral range but low power, where as the other has a
broad :-ectrum but enormous power.
This comparison 3uggests that atempts
should be made to char. .el the high powers inherent in plasrmas into narz ow
spectral ranges by proper y utilizing th- plasma processes naturally giving
rise to monochrornati.: radiation.
To surn-marize technical developments in the area of pul, e genera:. n,
we offer Table I. optimistically titled, "The State of the Art at a Glance. "
In conclusion, high-energy. high-power pulse gencration is "n active
field of endeavor in which development of both materials and design is keeping
pace with increasingly demandin, requirements.
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III.
A.

Video Pulse Generation Methols
Video Pulse Generation using Rotating Machinery

Some recent papers conce-ned with generation o; pt,!,e' by rotal-ing
machine.-v are reviewed. The goal is to present stat-,t-of--t-;e.• c.rt achievements in high-energy pulse generation as viewed aga sa a ba -ckgrotundof what
may reasonably be -xpected in this area.
1. In order to analyze electromechanical pulser. fromrr. ; en.ra3 point
of view, Pande and Levi chose as a model the following: a -,ovrxg shortcircuited coil magnetically coupled to a stationary excired coil, viLth a coupaing c,-effcienz that varied with the motion [ 1, 2, 31o They found that the rise
time of the pulse, as determined b) the leakage inductai:,.ces, ccnld be reduced
by orders of magnitude if appropriate shielding was err-)loyed.
Fig. 1 is intended to illustrate fl'e shielding r.echanisi,. A shortcircuited ccil ,armature) is shown moving through a magnetic fi.ild creat,-d by
a stationary field structure. (In an odinary machine, one might expect o
find the field structure on th-e rotor. ) The shield is shown as a thin cylirvler
between the two.

Armaure
o,

perfect

Conduco

Fig. 1 Illustrating the mechanism of a shield
that reduces pulse rise time
Within the material of the shield, ideally a perfect inductor, the
electric field E has to be zero. This implies that a6/at also has to be zero
within any closed loop inside the shield. Hence, the flux lines produced by
the field structure are "frozen" with the shield. In addition if the rotating
coil is taken to be an ideal conductor, then E is zero within the coil materialAs a consequence, over the surface spanned by the rotating coil, 4/ at = 0.
10

If the flur initially interlineed with the coil is zero, it must remain so. Hence
the currents induce-td in this rotating winding are a forced response to the magnetic fields created by the stationary structure., as seen by the rotating coil.
TIhe induced currents have to be large enough to create a flux which will cancel that of the stationary field structure. The rise time of these current
pulses is limited by a) the degree to which the magnetic lines can be spatially
arranged to simulate a step function, b) the rotational velocity of the coil
(about Z00m/s) and c) departures from the idealized model arising from less
than perfect coupling of the coils (leakage inductance). An anilysis of typical
situations suggests that pulses of one millisecond duration, of power level
- f--ility-sim
.
ic a ood feaSi
IOOMW/(n -ter 3 of armature coil matc.ri;'
this method of pulse generation [ 3].
2.
. Delassus [41 has described in detail a.pule generator designed
by Rebut and Torossian for application to controlled nuclear fusion plasma
studies. The field structure is mounted on the rotor. Also fixed to the rotor,
and shielding it from the stationary armature su-rounding it. is a struct-ire
similar in function and concept to tne shield of Pande and Levi; in appearance,
it resembles a squirrel-cage rotor of an ordinary induction motor. The field
excitation is provided initially by a battery through slip rings (refer to Fig. 2
from Delassus) and then by self-excitation (K 2 closes) through a.., auxiliary
stator winding and rectifier back to the rotor. The principal winding on the
stator is connected to the load circuit (.K3 closes) when the fli-x threading
through the winding reaches a maximum (as does also the associated energy
Finally, the load circuit is isolated from the machine (K4 closes)
storage).
when the current pulse reaches its maximum. For this cleverly-designed,
pulsed-mode model, test results were deemed excellent:

K2

I(peak)

K3

pulse energy- - 500kJ

excitation curren RECT19ER

K4

RER4i
KI

-5400A

(peak) magnetic field

24kG

-

__

field buildup time - BATTERY FOR
0. 2 sec
PRE-EXCiTATION
(specs for) drive motor 45kW, 1500RPM
ruggedness

-

-

_

G --

UA

_

tr

ECTWJMHdETK

SLIP RS1W

excellent

TO
Fig.

2 Diagram showinR some aspects of the OOkJ
prototype of the Rebut-Torossian Pulse
Generator
11

Extrapolation of this mo-del to one 3U times more powerful leads to a pulse
power of I5MVJ with a 0. 01 sec rise time. Four of these machines would more
than suffice, when operated in pa~allel, to supply all plantned fusion plas-na
exverimrents. One of these machilaes is being built in Milanu by Brown-Boveri
for use in the EURATOM-CINEIN Laboratory of Frascati. for energizing their
Toý omak mactiine.
3.
J. Chaboseau [5] describes the construction details of a HOWM
pulse generztor of the homapolar type, designed by Riou~x, and also 'r~tended
for controlled nuclear fusion studies. It is now 1being built at the GEM Bourget
plant. A 5Mi prototype has already been tested. The essential features of
the 10OOMJ machine are srhown in the fieures below, taken from Chaboseau' s
paper-

Lood Coil

Com -

A_

Excitation

Fiv.

2>

so

af-ectio

I` Some Features of the Rioux Homopollar Pulse Generator ý,._OMJi

An auxiliary drive -notor brings the rotor and flywheel up to speed, and the
clutcni is disengaged. The excitation windi'ngs A are energized. Then, the
mercury contacts C1 C? are closed. This initiates a buildup of current in
the load coil B, as a result of auto-excitation c.f the field windings S1, S2 in
series with B. Pulse decay occurs as the machine is slowed by very strong
electro-magnettc rrakin- forces. As in the Rebut-Torossian machine. all
the energy is ini~ially in kinetic fo'-m, here stored in the flywiheel. Technical
problems associated with its reajization are indeed formidable and are described in the paper. Pulse duration is sev-iral tenths of a second.
*

4.
Thomas sen [6] proposes an extremely interesting design. also for
CTR plasma studies, intended to transfer energies of 150 NO to an inductive
12

load in a time of about .01 second. The basic idea i. :,cwdescribed, and
typical design figures are given: Three nested spberical coils madt of superconducting material are used, (see Fig. 4) with c.-.l 1 stationarvy permitting
the creation of a 60kG field. Coils 2 and 3 rotate, }but are fixed -its relpect
to each other with their magnetic axes 900 apart. Hence, no muti.al couplLng
between 2 an- 3 exists. If the system is excited iritially w%-ith c i 3 axis
f twhe i'ner
aligned with that of I, currents flow in coil 3 but i.ot in coil 2
coils ,2, 3) are now rotated, energy is t.ansier-ed from 3 -2 and 2 -3
cyclically. Proper choice of parameters permits rotation without application
of torque. So far, the arrangement is interesting bur no, useful for energy
transfer.
If coil 3 is not short-circuited, but instead is closed through an intermediate transiorrner for coupling to the ioad L 4 (see Fig. 4). a means is
available fcr energy transfer. Thomassen choses parameters for a 140MJ
transfer to L 4 based on the criteria: no rotathonal to-que under steady rotation; coil and transformer coupling coefficients is large as possible; maximum energy transfer (62%) to L 4 ; Bmax = 60KG. He finds R, = 1. 47m. R?
1. 17m. R 3 = 1 42m and specifies inductances and other parameters.
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M21
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\
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TroWsfW"Wl

\~~ -LRLoad

A,/

Sp
T

Basic Idea

How to transfer e

Fig.

4

4

to load L4

Thomassen Pulse Generator

The problem with this system is the large e-.ergy requirement in acceierating the system from rest, and then stopping A. The narrower 'he pulse
desired, the higher .s this energy requirement, of the order 55MJ for a .01
second pulse.
13

5.
At the present tima, the largee•. rotairig nia-zche p•se generator
in the U. S. is lucated at the Princeton Pla3rna Physics Laboratory. It served
as the Dower suppiv for the stelJarator machine. and now pulses &e Tokomak
machine to which the Rtel1arator was converted. It consists of ii generators,
each of which (coupled to its motor and flywheel) supplies 16 MW for 5 secondq at 800 V.
The total pulse power is 192 MW for 5 second.
w•'Ath a correspondin-- energy of 960 MJ.
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B.

Video Pulse Generation ty Magnetic Flux Ccinprestion
1. Basic Idea

A simple model for an implosive pulse-generating device, helpful in
later discussion, is the following: A perfectly-conducting, hollow cylinder of
length I and inner diameter D, has %ithin it a longitudinal uniformn magnetic
field Bo.

I$*we

I

Energy st:trage =
XeBB0

S-,Vo!l

x

-

-2T. =

.4-)

00

Implosion :ccurs.

The flux

fB- n

dA = 6 within the cylinder is con-

strained to remain czcstant because electric field E within the conductor is
zero:

E. dl :-

-

0 implies 4 = constant.

Energy multiplication in

2
this ideal case is then (d-)

.

The energy in excess of the original comes

from compression of the tube against the outward radial magnetic pressure
2

B
2U
0
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F2
2
r

Energy storoge z-Vol x

=x

With P'' ideal model in mind (infinite conductivity), in circuit terms,
the initial (c) and final (f) states of the system are related thus:
6o = ,f : -o io - Lf If

If

12
SfI. f- =WZ

0

= WO

L
L

f

ed
This model doer ,iot include the manner in which energy is transfl.
the
following
from
emejRe
does
this
However,
a
ioed.
to
from the generator
brief discussion of the structural features and performanc . of practical de"ices.
2.

Practical Devices

a) The "bailows generator" of _Knoepfel et al [II is shown in the
two figures reproduc.td from their paper. In Fig. 1. an initial magnetic field
B o (into the paper) is established by discharging a capacitor bank into the
generator through coaxial cables. Detonation, initiated at the left, forces the
two conducting central plates (liners) to close the loop (i. e., into the positions
shown by the dotted lines), trapping Bo, and then compressing it into the load
solenoid at the right. Fig. 2 shows a specific generator, device 121. which
uses 13 pounds of explosive to deliver 0.9 MJ into the single turn iZnH load
coil. After flux cornpreý.sion starts, it takes about 103 . seconds to establish
a maximum B of U. 7 MG and a maximum I of 12. 5 MA. The initial current I
18

Fig.

1.

FIg. 2.

Typical bellows generator

is about .55 MA.
is equal to 3%.

Device type 121

The conversion efficiency from chemical to magnetic energy

b, Crawford and Demerow [ 2] describe a highly-developed reeliza
tion of a helical-coil flux compression generator (model 129). The two figures
taken from their paper show the coaxial construction 7.nd suggest the phys3cal
changes during tne explosion. A longitudinal magnetic field Boie establ-shed
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crwwMOHigh

H"

Wluwg

Or

GiP~oIVA.
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4.

9k9Mrd •Fig.

Fig. 3.

Schematic drawiag of.

the basic design used in doubleended helical generators, The
initialas itswitches
armature
crowbar
strikes istheshown

Cutaway view of th,-- 129
generator.
Sexplosive
gly
o
e

at eac* end of the generator.
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inside the hollow cylindrical space between the allin.inum center conductor and
the helical copper outer conductor. This is done by discharging a capacitor
bank through !he coil, creating a current which rises to about 0. 1 MA. Then,
the 17 pounds of exoiosi',e within the center conductor are detonated to trap
(the fizicticin of the crowbar switches) and st'bsequently compress the flux.
The dim-!nsions of the device and its performance into a load inductance of 70 nH are as follows: Rise time to peak of pulse 44 i seconds; if =

6. 6MA; W

-

1. 5 MJ; Bf--- 1

sions 9"'Ix
18" long.
stant of approximately

conversion efficiency -4;

outer dimen-

The current rise is nearly exponential with a time con7 4sec.

c) Shearer et al[ 31 describe design 10, of very similar construction.
Rise time = 130
supplying 10 MA to an 60 nH load (4 MJ at pulke peak).
seconds; initial current about . 05 M.A; time constant of the exponential current
rise = 10 "sec.
Outer dimensions about 21" D x 30" long;' s- ane exulosive;
center conductor of copper; outer conductor of aluminum.
For the general class of explosive generators, Knoepfel et al [4) have
made a ccst estimnate of $200 per MJ per shot.
With switching techniques. using exploding wires or foils a-d dielectric breakdown switches, it is possible to delay the delivery of energy to the
ioad until nearly the peak of the explosion has been reached. A 3 Lsecond
rise time [ 2] has been reached in this way.
Insight into the performance limitations of these flux compression devices can be obtained by introducing realistic modifications into the basipicture.
3.

Effects of Finite Conductivity

The sinmple flux compression picture that follows from the model presented earlier is changed in very important respects by the existence of finite
conductivity a.
These are now discussed qualitatively.
In the ideý.l casz- (a = oO there are surface currents
flowing on the inner surface of the tube of value K= B
amperes/meter of length. There is 0 penetraticn into
the metal. In the practical case, these currents do
penetrate the conductor with characteristic skin depth
(for a planar model, of

S

K

where r is the time constant describing the exponential rise of B during
the implosion. An order of magnitude for 6 is

20

S=

4

a

4.

x 10 7 H/r
1
8

x

10

6

0.4 mra

mho/m (Cu)

Higr values .. B produce large sheet currents that flow through the sari- ce
resistive layer, pr, lucing heat dissipation. In fact, for B = 0.8 NMG, the
surface starts to melt, and for B
B
. 5 MG, surface vaporization starts [•.
Penetration oi surface currents into the metal implies that tht. magnetic flu); also diffuses into the metal. Flux compression ratios are the:efo're
not as high as expected. This effect is enhanced during implosion by heating
of the meta2, since the resulting decrease in conductivity gives a greater
penetration depth 6
These conideration:, raise basic questions: -low does dif.usien of
flux into the metal affe-t maximum attainable B? How does melting and
vaporization at the surface affect maximum attainable B? How does conductor
ve'ocity (0. I - I cm/sec [51 compare with the rate of field diffusion into the
metal? At the pulse peak. the core pressures are v,..y high (P
b
I
kilobar
39. 3 32 Megagauss.
If vaporization of the copper or aluminum conductor surface occurs, is it possible that the vapor undergoes non-metal to metal pha3e
transitions at the core, simila:¢ to those that f ave been observed with mercury
[61 aad cesium [71 vapori,,'See also Sec. VIA. I If so, this may affect energy
transfer to the load. Wher. fields are very high, do the hydro-dynamic instabilities f 5] which may develop at the conductcr sur'aces influence the maximum attainable energyv?
These factors h-ave bemn separately and extensively studied. However,
no definitive statement can be: made about the most effective means of by-pas&ing the limitations imposed by each.
4.

Pulses Presently Attainalde by Flux Compression

In conclusion, we -.
wish to present device performance representing the
present state of the art.
Helical coil devices such as those of Shea.-er et al[ 3] described earlier may be expected to delivet, reiiably, pulses in the 5 MJ rang, to a load
(-. 80 n H) in a single, stage with a rise time exceeding 100 micror.'•-..nds.
In
general, with such helical devices, current amplifications of Z`O0 are easily
attained with accompanying energy arnpiificatirn of 70 (Shearer et al. d.sign
[ 10] . Inductance is relatively large, allowing one to work into a variety of
loads. For comparison, bellows devices [4' have representative current
amplifications of 40 with accompanying energy multiplication of 24. inductance
is relativelv small, so that loads are limited to small Lnductances or single*turnsolenoids.
With some sacrifice in energy., switching may be utilized with coaxial
devices #z reduce tlie rise time seen by the load to 3 4 sec [2.4J.

21

As an aside, the initial "seeoi

ields or currents can be established

using energy stored in capacitor ban)s, with an energy transfer efficiency of
the order of 70%. The subsequent transfer of chemically-stored energy into
electrical form via exploelve flux compression is achieved [4) with efficiency
of the order of 10%.
Special coaxial configu.rations have been utilized at Livermore [ 3, 51
+o creat,. (in 2 stages) a toroidal mnagnetic fiel-i with 30 MJ energy and 250 MA
at -,,lse peak (L - 3 n H load). initial fields and currents were supplied by
helical -:-. l generators.
Magnetic fields of 3. 3 MG have been obtained by Shearer et al r 3t in
their coaxial generators; 5. 1 MG by Garn et al [81 using a cylindrical 6 c.rnpression system, and measured using Zeeman splitting of the Na 5893A line;
5-6 MG by the Frascati group in 1967 r5l; 14 MG. perhapsin the Soviet hydrogen metallization -!xperiments [
involving pressures up to 8 megabars;"
25 MG fields have been reached once or twice, it is reported by Sakharov
et al [ 10, ilJ.
The overall subject of megagauss fields has been reviewed by
Fowler [ 12). It is probable that fields exceeding 25 MC have been achieved
by this time despite the enormous pressures (- 25 M bar) that must be overc
come.
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SYMBOLS

(mn2

A

Area

B

Fllux density

d,D

E
f
I
K
L
I
n

USED

Diameters

(%h/im2)
(m)

Electric field intensity 1V/Ie)
Subscript referring to final state of a systenm
Current (A)
Sheet surface current (A/m)
Inductance (H)
Length dimension of cylinder (mn)

p

Vector of unit length normal to a
surface
Subscript referring to initial state
of a systerri
Pressure

t

Time

W

Energy

6

Skin depth

6

Flux (Wb)

o

SConductivity
1)7

(s)
(M)
(m)

(rnho/m)x1-7

Permeability of -acuurn
(41r x 10
H/m)
Time constant of exponential fold
increasc

Z4

(s)

Il.

C.

EJ-ctronic Modulators as High Power Video Pulse Sources

DuriLig WorlA War II, the need arose to develop equipment to pulse
the magnetron microwave generators in military radars [1]. As a result,
techniques for designing these modulators are n,•w well-understood and welldeveloped.
In September 1973. the 11th modulator symposium [ 21 was held. Techni-al Papers presented new designs, gave details of new devices. described
how recent technological advances could be incorporated into modulators, and
discussed new modulator applications.
One rray ask: how far does the state-of-the-art of modulator design
permit one to go in generating large pulses'? An e:-xceptionally interesting
p---per by D. L. Pruitt [ 3) of RCA addressed this question.
His first conclusion was that the -. ost sensible choice was the linetype modulator with hydrogen thyratron -witching. In principle, a line-type
pulser consists of a high-voltage power upply in combination with a resonant
charging inductor; these serve to store i.:ergy :n a pulse-forming-network
(PFN). If designed properly, nearly twice the power supply voltage (V in
Fig. 1 belowa) appears across the capacitors of the PFN. Switch S is then
closed, causing a pulse of amplitude V and duration
across terminals a-b when the resistance
istic impedance

4

LtotCtot to appear

Generally, the character-

cf the PFN is much smaller than the actual

Z 0 = Af

load resistance R.
plish matching.

r = Z0 .

2

For this reason, a pulse transformer is needed to accom-

Ntle

-

form"

Chaorgg inductor

VPus

t romf.tum

swinh

A Basic Line-Type Modulator
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nWvork

Switching is most cften done using hydrogen thyratrons.
When S is
in the open position, it must withstand twice the power su.ppiy voltage, and in
the closed ifired) position, it must pass very large currents. At present,
these tubes have maximum ratings up to 160kV (English Electric CX1193) and
l0kA peak (Tung-Sol CH1222).
Using state-of-the-art components. Pruitt proposed a desivr ior a
s-iper-power modulator. The set of specifications listed below was shown to
1e achievable, but at the price of using 60 KU-275 ITT thyratrons, and 12' x
20 x 50' space'
hotse all the equipment.
An Achie able Super-Power Modulator DesignI 3)
Peak power

2. 5 GW

Average power

Pulse width

20. sec

Load voltage

200 kV (peak)

Pulse rise time

5

Load currcm

12. 5 kA (peak)

Repetition rate

200 pps

sec tmax;

10 MW

Continuous duty
It is reasonable to accept this result as the limit of wnat is attainable
with present-day modulator techniques.
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Symbols t sed

C

capacitance (F)

L

inductance 'H)

r, R

resistance (p.)

S

switch

V

voltage (V)

Z

characteristic impedance (Q)
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McGraw-Hill, 1948.

III.

D.

Video Pulse Generation using Relativistic Electron Beams

One way to make high power video pulses is by utilizing very high voltages to create high current discharges. At the present time, such discharges
are of great interest because of their possible application to controlled nuclear
fusion [ 11, and because they may be used to produce high--ower microwave

puises

[ 2,

3, 4, 5].

The achievement of temperatures and densities high enough for fusion
has for many years been approached through the avenue of magnetic confinement of plasmas; more recently, via illumination of deuterium-tritium kelV,.ets
with intense laser beams; and most recently via pellet bombardment with very
high energy, c.xtremely dense pulsed electron beams [ 6). Generatiot- of these
beams is the subject of this section of the report. For fL. ion purposes, it is
of prime interest to obtain high power densities. An appreciation of the -•der
of magnitude of the accompanying video pulse parameters may be gained from
Table i below, which lists -ome electron beam machines. Availability of these
high voltage generating units may oe partly a result of military EMP simulation studies [ 1, 7].
Relativistic beams have also been used to produce 30
10 MW bursts of microwave power --n the range 7.8-9.7 GHz
rigid slow wave structures [ 2]. More recently, microwave
obtained by coupling to rippled magnetic fields [ 3. 4, 5), with
pulses as high as I GW[5].

Lianosecond by coupling to
bursts have '-een
X-band outF

1-Jegavolts for making pulses are obtained from: a Van de Graaff generator; , Marx circuit; [ 8] a Blumlein line [ 8].
The Marx circuit (see Fig.
l) stores energy by first charging raany capacitors in parallel; then, it switches
them to a series connection. The Blumlein line use• a transmission line to
double an available power supply voltage for a short pulse interval.
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R

Marx Crrc

\

a)

/

T-D TdrWe

T-D Torgotp
Fig.

R

1 illustrating

[6]:

Mar-, Circuit
interes3t ,
bAdea underlying current
high eiergy, tightly cenfine:| pulsed
electron beam for CTR<

In:.tially, single point cathodes were employed to create -3

MV pulsed

ObDirect field emission gave currenitb of t.he order of 50 kA.
discharges.
-Lurrent beam [ Q, 101 indicated that the behavior
servations of the discharge
S~inregion wa•s controlled by r-nagneti: fielas generated bV
the post-anode drift
a eense electron beam
itself. In general, divergence of
stream•,
the current
neutralization of the beam by positive

is to be expected.

Howver, partial

sufficiently compared 1-i the conions reduces the diverging Coulomb force
beam to become self-pinching.

verging magnetic force to permit the

Sof
S~rod

of
and guidance
generation,
forward -in the
large stepSA
the work
11] reporting
[ etconfinement
r. M-.Frr.w,
i by
. high energy bea ms was described
a group under W. H. Bennett. "The% found thaLt a small-ciameter, glass
addi•tion,
could be usec to guide the stream, and to serve as a cathode. Inbeen
the degree of current concentration %as greater than had previously
[ 2, 13].
cCondit tibsequentlgy and Pellined
achieved, a result ser
these
From
below.
sketch
the
in
illustrated
le]
are
[
Cruc,.al experements
concluded that the partiallt neutralized
and additional experiments, itcas
agamnst the glass guide, and that the
pinched
A) was
beam h(-0.t 2
tip of the glase roddias the effective cathode.
relectron

is an upper limit to the size of the total current pulse
st.ere
te rhether
is not clear from the work done so far. Of crzurse, an upper limit to the
cogh
voltage generating
thergy is set by the energy stored in the
total puls
unit.
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Metal 6oovkmo colto
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20 turn hix, 2rm D
glass tubing

ý*-20cm-

Fig. 2 Three important experiments [ II] illustrating guidance of partially
neutralized electron beam discharge by gla.ss rods. Faraday cup current
measuring assembly not shown. 4Approximate discharge conditions:
30 n sec, 3.5 MV, >. 2 MA, 10- Torr.
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R. F Pulse Generation:

High Power Bursts of Microwave Radiation

Microwave Pulse Generation using Relativistic Zlectron Beams

Recently, high power microwave pulses have been generated by conversion of part of the energy in relativistic electron beams into microwaves.
a) At Cornell, Nation [ 1] used an annular electron beam to couple
to a slow wave structure, as shown in Fig. 1. The beam and microwave
pulse characteristics are tabulated below:
Beam Pulse

Microwave

Max. Voltage

500 kV

Max. Current

40 kA

Max. Power

2.0 GW

Outer (inner) beam radius

3. 4(3.0) cm.

Dhration

Pulse

Power

10 MW

Duration

30 n sec.

Frequency

7.8-9.7 GHz

60 n sec.

EL

-i

Fig.

1. Slow-Wave Structure for Microwave Pulse Generation

The frequency depended upon the electron injection energy. Power was
greatest near electron cyclotron frequency. Pressure was apprcximately
2 x 10-4 Torr. The longitudinal magnetic field B shown in Fig. I was
needed to hold the beam together. Conversion efficiency was about
(10 MW/2 GW) = .05%.
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b) At NRL, Friedman and Herndon [, 3) used a rippled magnetic
field with pressures near 0. 5 x 10- Torr (see Fig. 2, to induce a beam to
generate microwave pulses in circular waveguide. Most of the power was in
the X-band range 6.5-12 GHz, although there was also harmonic generation
10 dB below this level. Wavelentth wasat to the spatial period of B. They
used an annular electron beam with characteristics:
Voltage

I

;LV.

700 kV

Current

16 kA

Power
Beam Radius

1. 3 GW
1.7 cm

Duration

50 n sec
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Fig. ?.

METER-----

Rippled Magnetic Field Arrangement for Microwave
Pulse Generation

Manheimer and Ott [ 4] discussed this method of pulse generation from a
theoretical point of view.
c) Subsequently, these two groups collaborated, and reported [ 5) the
results of using a larger beam machine (3. 3 MV, 80 kA) with the rippled magnetic field arrangement. They were able to obtain output pulses in the X-band
as high as I GW.
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B.

Radiating Plasmas.

Introduction

Considerable progress has recently been made in obtaining high power
bursts of electromagnetic radiation from plasmas. Cowan and Freeman [.],
used as a radiation source an arc in P deuterium plasma. They were ,ble by
this means to achieve a black body radiation spectrum with peak powers in
the order of terawatts and energies in the order of rregajoules. A Creat step
forward could be achieved if the high powers which plasmas are capable of
producing could be channeled into the line spectra which rigid structures can
yield. With this thought in mind, we consider here those processes in plasmas
which give rise to monochromatic radiation.
The radiation spectra emitted by plasmas at radio and microwave
frequencies can be grouped as follows:
a. Spectra that can be interpreted on the basis of the classical theory
of thermal radiation. The radiation originates from the motions of Maxwellian
electrons (bremastrahlung, and cyclotron radiation). Its intensity cannot
exceed that of a black body with temperature equal to that of the free electrons.
This is the radiatioLn obtained by Cowan and Freeman in their "flasai lpmp. "
b. Nonthermal spectra ariving from the noncooperative motions of nonMaxweUian electrons. Departures from the Maxwellian velocity diatribution
stem from electrical currents, beam in. -on,
or selective loss of p;,rticles
(loss cone).
c. Radiation originating from cooperi ive mrotions of the free charges
induced by perturbatin of the plasma (piarma modes). When driven from
non-Maxwellian electron distribution, such perturbations can reach high intensity levels. This mechanism, which is of particular interest for the generation of high power bursts of radiation, is similar to that operative in microwave tube - 'ith the plasma replacing the slow wave structure.
Plasmas can (eclr-2op a great variety of unstable modes. High gains
have been observed in longitudinal waves propagating along, or in the absence
of, a static magnetic field B 0 [2]. Unfortunately two reasons militate against
the practical utilization of thse
modes: (a) Onset of nonlinear effects with
consequent saturation of the wave at relatively low levels of intensity [ 3).
(b) Inecficient coupling of the longitudinal waves to radiating modes. Transverse modes propagating in nonmagnetized plasmas are characterized by low
gains.
For these reasons, and because a magnetic field always exists in the
?resence of the large currents required to generate large amounts of power,
the investigation was centered on transve-se waves propagating in magneto
plasmas.
Stix [ 3] has shown that in this case saturation occurs at much
higher intensities. Instabilities occur in the neighborhood of the cyclotron
frequency f
B
and its harmonics.
Since io, cyclotron radiation in
c
0o
.

2Z7r mn
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the microwave range would require very high magnetic fields, only instabilities involving electron motions were considered. The ions, then, simply
serve to provide a neutralizing positive background.
2.

Radiation in Rarnsauer gases

The Ramsauer effect orovides3 mechanism for the generation of nonthermal spectra in the absence of collective phenomena (class 2,. As was
repor ed by Wachtel and Hirschfield [ 4] and by Terumichi et al. [ 5], the
negative absorption or amplification of a transverse wave at cyclotron irequenc,- by argon, krypton and xenon occurs in the range vhere the -ollision
frequency increases rapidly with the electron energy. T1 e electrons traveling with velocity v 11, such that the resonant condition
_j - k: V It = n

"c

is satisfied, interact strongly with the wave. The direction of the energy
transfer depends on the phase with which they "sense" t'-e wave. Those electrons which are accelerated are more likely to collide and be thrown out of
phase than tý,ose which are decelerated and give energy to the wave. On the
average, then, the electrons causing wave growth are allowed to interact with
the wave for a longer period of time and their effect predominates. This
mech'.nimrrn has also been studied by Tanaka and Mitani [ 6] and Field et al
[ 7]. it is not expecrtd to lead to powerful radiation sources, because the
energy of the interacting electrons is rel tively low (< 4 ev).
3.

Anistropy Instabilities

According to Vedenov [ 8] a homogeneous plasma having a velocity
distribution which is anisotropic with respect to B will be unstable when
__

+

c

0T_)
<0.

(I -

Sagdeev and Shafranov [ 9] showed that an electron plasma can support only
the right circularly polarized wave (w >o ) and hence be unstable only when
T < Ti and
o

<

-

T1

)

,

T-'
This instability has been observed in experiments conducted by Gitomer and
Sohet [ 10] and Ikegami et al [ I . The latter obtained 1OW at the fundamental frequency of 2. 1 GHz and powers decreasing in the ratio of 10dB -n the
successive harmonics.
4.

Synchrotron Radiation

The -ollision frequency between the electrons and ions decreases
rapidly -;th increasing elect-on energy. When electrons are accelerated by
an electric L:eld, d condition -nay be reached in which the dynamicai 1r,,tion
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.s inadequate to balance the electric field and a group of electrons "runs away"
and can easily acquire relativistic velocities. Since a relativistic electron
radiates most of its radiation in the cirectio' of its motion, an observer will
detect a radiation spectrum conbisting cf harmonics of the cyclotron radiation.
Instabiiities leading to synchrotron radiation were predicted by
Zheleznyakov and Suvorov [ 12], and by Schneider, and observed by Bott [ 13]
and by Hirshfield and Wachtel 1 14]. The observed powers did not exceed I W.
Blanken and Kuckes [ 15] give a physical explanation for the instability they
had observed. They claim that the relativistic variation, of the cyclotron
frequency with energy causes a coherent phase ordering of the electrons in
the field of the wave. ThiE theory was further elaborated by Blanken, Stix,
and Kuckes [ 16] who ebse..-,'d saturation of the emission at 50 dB above
the synchrotron level (10-100 ev).
5.

Cold beams parallel to B

0

The presence of a cold electron beam traveling parallel to B
cause a plasma instability which, according to Stix [ 3],
V

=

--

k

c

.

can

occurs wheR

Two modes are possible depending on the sign of v.

.

In

both modes the fields rotate in the opposite sese of the electrons they are
interacting with and A < Ik vI .
There seems to be no experimental verification of this instability.
6.

Diocotron Instability

An electron beam propagating perpendicular to croseed E and B fields
may excite a plasma in3tabil:ty similar to the mode which is operative in magnetrons. [ 17-19]. Growth results from the fact that in a magnetic field the
acceleration is perpendicular to the direction of the electric field. The instability has been observed in reflex discharges [ 20].
7.

Parametric Interactions

Exp'eriments aimed at achieving thermonuclear fusion temperatu-es,
by means of electron cyclotron resonance heating, have demonstrated the
existence of a variety of parametric interactions involving more than two
plas.rna modes. The possibility of microwave generation has been studied
by Stone, Serafim, and Levi [ 21).
The driving mechanism consists of either an ac electric field impressed
transversely to the applied magnetic field, or bunches of particles injected
with preferential phase. With wave propagating along B 0 , six absolute instabilities are found to result from the coupling between two electronic plasma
modes, and three more result from the coupling between an electronic mode
and an ion cyclctron branch. Since the growth rates are proportional to vjL/c,
or (vL/ c)2, these instabilities may yield large powe-s with relativistic beams.
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Under certain symmetry conditions the infinite cascade of coupled frequencies,
that usually occurs in parametric problems, is limited to chree. Such a
truncation of the cascade cannot be attained in tne case of waves propagating
[22].
across B
0

I3
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Symbols Usea
(Wb/rn

2

= T)

B0

(static) md3netic flux density

c

velocity of light in vacuum

(2. 998 x 108 M/s)

e

charge onan electron

(1.602 x

f

frequency of wave incident on plasma

(Hz)

fC

electrGn cyclotron frequenrc-

(Hz)

k

wavenumber (2ir/wavelengt)-(

k

wavenumber parallel to B 0

m

mass of an electron

n

an integer
• T

vu

vvj

c

S~42

1)
(Mn
(9. 11 x Io- 31 kg)

electron temnperature parallel; perpendicular to B

( 0 K)

velocity parallel; perpendicular to B

(0

2Zf; 2nf

c

Io-19 C)

is)

0

IV. C.

Rapid Release of Stored Microwave Energy

We wish to consider the possibility of microwave pulse generation
by rapid energy release frcm a cavity. To gain insight into this question,
pulse generation by Q-switched lasers isfirst discussed.
At optical wavelengths, giant pulses of 5-50 n sec duration can be
In principle, this is accomplished in the
generated by Q-switching 1 11.
following way: An optical cavity containing a medium capable of lasing is
terminated with reflecting mirrors at the ends. The atoms are pumped into
their high energy state by some means, but lasing action is suppressed by
deliberately interposing a shutter between one of the mirrors and the cavity
proper, or by deliberately making the cavity lossy. After substantially complete population inversion has been achieved, the lose mechanism is suddenly
removed, lasing action takes place, and the entire excited population suddenly drops to its lower state. Pu-ln:- ene-gy is less than h v n, where n is the
number of excited atoms in the cavity. Rotating mirrors and bleachable
dyes have been used to switch the cavity from the lossy to the lossless state.
When the
The diagram below is intended to clarify the description.
population inversion is sufficiently great, the spontaneous emission and the
stimulated emission become large enough to switch the dye from it3 absorbent
to its transparent state.

Lasuig
mdimi-o8-Abl

Fig.

I.

dye

Princile of a Q-Switched Laser

We wish to center attention on this aspect of Q-switching: the storage of energy within a cavity, followed by its sudden triggered release. Is
it possible to do something similar with microwaves?
Suppose a microwave cavity consisting of a length of waveguide shortcircuited at the ends is filled with eaergy. The diagram does not show the
primary energy source (a pulsed magnetron, perhaps) or the means by which
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Fig. 2.

TEl0 Miicrowave Cavity

this energy is coupled into the cavity.

It is assumed that the energy content

(W, Joules) is limited by the maximum permissible electric field strength
(Emaxi V/m). We now wish to relate these two qua.tities.
densit

'For a plane wave in empty space, the iustantaneous local energy
is
1
H2
3.
40u'y(t)
2 + i uH
J/m3 Since H-0

In terms of the maximum value of the (sinusoidally varying) incident electric
field Einc, the time average energy density is
•o0l

in c.

Next, we assume reflections are created by a metallic plate normal to the
propagation direction. A standing wave exists, so that the electric field now
varies in at splitude from 0 to 2 E.
Wiren the energy density is now averaged over distances that are mult fes of a wavelength, the time and space
averaged energy density for tctal reflection : , double that for the incident
wave only; that is, the energy density is no-.
AV

2
o E2.

3
J/m.

In terms of the maximum instantaneous electric field E

= 2E

max
6AV

4 Eo

2

max

inc'

m3
J/m

Next, we assume for simplicity that the same situation prevails
inside the microwave cavity, except for a factor of ½ due to the transverse
44

sinusoidal field variation.
1 (

Hence we have
max) x (Cavity Volume) Joules

For a numerical estimate, assume standard S-band (3 GHz) waveguide with I1" x 3" outer cross-sectional dimensions, . 080" wall thickness,
2 meter length, 300C kV/m breakdown - limited maximum electric field:
W

=

Q

x 8.85x 10-

F/nm)x (3 x 106 V/m)

(2 x .034x.068) = .046 J.

Pulse wridth T is nearly the time for the wave to travel 2 guide lengths to
achieve complete emptying of the cavity:
T
4m
w 13 n sec
T C
3 x 10 q m/s

I

Associated bandwidth is BWm 2 a

2

GHz

0.15GHz.

Evidently, the cavity energy content is quite low. However, the
guide cross-section is pessimistically low. One may easily visualize a
length of waveguide with cross-sectional area 2 orders of magnitude greater.
This would yield a stored energy ICO times greater, and a peak power 100
times greater (100 x, 046
= 350 MW). Mode control measures would
13 x 1
have to be used, however. Also, increases in length by orders of magnitude
are easily achievable, but this simultaneously increases the pulse widIth by
the same factor without inceeasing the peak power.
The engineering realization of Fach a device was considered by J. W.
E. Griemsmann [ 2, 3], who made detailed calculations and offered sample
designs. The microwave cavity, instead of being a linear one: was visualized as a :.ng [ 4] structure fed by a directional coupler from an auxiliary
waveguide. After energy storage within the ring was complete, a controlled
microwave switch (see, for example, .efs. (5), (6)) served to divert the
stored energy into an output waveguide, thus into a horn of rectangular aperture, then into space. Since the basic limitation was the same as that discussed earlier (breakdown), "oversize" or multi-mode rectangular waveguide with appropriate mode control techniques was utilized.
In conclusion, the idea of rapid release of stored microwave energy
is interesting, but requires as a prime power source an auxiliary generator
of microwave power (magnetron, for example) for its implementation. In
addition, a considerable amount of engineering development would be requi red.
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Syrnbcls Used
c

velocity of light in vacuum (2. 998 x 108 m/s)

E

instantaneous electric field strength (V/m)

E.
inc

maximum valuz of E in incident wave

Emax

value of E just causing breakdown

W(t

instantaneous local energy density (J/m)

3
time average energy density (J/m3)
6AV

H

time and space averaged energy density (J/m3
instantaneous magnetic field strength (A/m)
length (of a linear cavity) (m)

Io

W

energy (content of a cavity) (J)

1o

magnetic permeability of vacuum (4v x 10-7 H /m)

0

electric permittivity of vacuum (8.85 x 10"12 F/m)
width of microwave pulse (s)
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V.
A.

Parametric Studies of Pulse Generation
Introduction

All known types of electrical power converters can be successfully
employed for pulse generation. It is therefore interesting to determine which
type is best for a particular application. Rioux was able to characterize
power converters by a set of intelligttly selected parameters, and used this
as the babis for formulating and investigating the problem. The following
discussion is based on his work [ 1, 2].
We restrict ourselves to coverters of the magnetic type in which
the conversion process can be associated with a force density (force per unit
volume).
f= J xB- ½
d2H1
where

= electric current density (Alm )

B= magnetic flux density (Wb/rr.2)
u= magnetic permeability (assumed isotropic) (H/m)
H= magnetic fReld intensity (A/m)
The total force F applied to a rigid body is obtained by perfcrrning
an integration over the whole volume V. We consider here two structures in
relative motion, the field and the armature. For either structure,
=

2

f(Jx-B - ½ (_u)Y

) d V

(2)

v

For the purpose of classification of the various converter types,
it is desirable to introduce the Maxwell stress tensor and to convert this
volume integral into an integral over a suitable surface S bounding V.
To this end we make use of Maxwell's equations ir the quasistatic
approximation
Vx H = J and V.

B = 0,

(3)

and of the vector identity
_(.B . H)-

_V(uHE . H!)- =

a(.Vu) H

+ 2u

t)

H2 + uY(H_

Hx (VxH)+

to obtain
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. _H)(4

(H.

H],

= f[UH (H

n-

H

ajds

(5)

8

where n - normal unit vector,

To evaluate F, the total fcrce acting on the structure, the bounding
surface "nust be chosen outt:ide the magnetic material, so that , = Lo and
H= H.
The field intensity H

can be expressed in terms of the magnetic

field prevailing inside the rnmanetic material by imposing the condition of
continuity of the normal compor:ent of B and tangential component of i

the discontinuity.

across

The result is

H
-0

= H+[(B
--

H). n . 7

(6)

U•

Wh"en the magnetic polarization vect,-r M is introduced, the result may be

rewritten:
H=H+ IM.

njn

(7•

Finally substituting u for u and H
-o
0
use of Eq. (7) we obtain:
F

[ H (H . n)

-

7 H

for H, in Eq. (5) and making

n + (M . nI H + ½ (M . n)'

n

d s

(8)

On tise basis of this equation Rioux defines the following classes of
converters:
Class 1: Air-cored machin.es in which M = o. The force is contributed by
the term H ,H.n) - I H- n, i.e. results solely from the flow of current
in the conductors.
Class 2: Classical machines in which the conductors are embedded in slots
cut in the ferro-rmagnetic core. Since most of the flux passes throagh
the teeth, B in the slots is small and so is the force acting on the conductors. The force is predominantli e,&,4:ted on thr tooth sides, where
the conductor currents produce a la:ge component H.n,
it follows that the dominant t-rm is (M.nj H.
Class 3: variable reluctance machines in which the inequality
(H0 - H) . n >>H.n prevailed and the dominant term i
½ (M_.r.
B.

n.

Eff__-i-ncy Considerations

At large power levels one of the most important perfor -ance pararneteis is the efficiency L. With the help of dimensional analysis one can reach

the conclusion that with normal conductors the total joule losses are minimizod when they are equally divided between the field and the armature. Similarly in iron. cored machines the total volume is minimized where the iron,
through whicn the magnetic fluxes are channeled, and the conductors, through
which the electric curzents flow, are allocated eqial volumes. In that case
the joule losses in the conductors predominate over the eddy and hysteresis
losses in the iron. With this in mind the various machine classes compare
as follows:

Class 1: air-cored machines.
ductors is
?3

The density of power dissipated in the. con-

(9)

P j2

P=

where P is the resistivity of the material.
verted is
PC-

J Bv

J

The density of power con(10)

LoHv

where v = relai;_ve velocity of armature conductor.
is then
1
rPi

PC

The ratio(loss/power)

PJ

U.H v

Introducing the relation
J = Vx H ! H/L

(12)

where L = character'sbc linear dimensions of field coils, we obtain:
p

r

U vL

-

1•(13)
Rm

=

-

where R
magnetic Reynolds number is the r ýio of the -:onductor
velocity To the diffusion ve.ocity of the electromagnetic field. Rm is
an index of the electric loading of the machine, i.e. iLs armature reaction, since R
= I when the active conductor is short-circuited.
m

We observe that the efficiency is independent c f the power density
and increases with the velocity and size of the macl ine.
Class 2: Classical machines. Here the flux density is taken to be equal to
the saturation level B . The converted power density is
s

Pc = v B

(14)

J

The loss/power ratio is
Y- = r =

:-L
P

PJ=
B v
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c

2

7

(15)

and is a function of the power density, but is independent of the dimensions.
Class 3: variable-reluctance machines. An example of such a machine is
the homopolar inductor converter where a simple field coil of linear dimension L excites a large number of pole pieces of linear dimension 1.
In
case
power density
of tis
change
of the
,he converted
m-gnetic energy
density can
wm be
as rel;. ed to the time rate
p
where w

=

m

wm

=H=HB dt= J L

S

15

s

m

(16)

so that
L
p

c

=JB

v-

(17)

t

The loss/power ratio is then

rp

22
B

v

(18)

(_2
L

We observe that variable reluctance machines compare favorably with classical machines with regard to both power density and loss/power ratio. On
the other hand the frequency increases as L/t; therefore these machines are
best suited for high frequency, or low velocity applications.
Class 4: The classi-'i. tion of converters in tetms of the Maxwell stress
tensor allows cna t) deduce the overall performance from local conditions. Therefore, it does not apply tc mixed tyre machines, such as
the case of th.3 homopolar and M H D converters, whexe the armature
conductors are not embedded in iron, but the field conductors are.
Moreover there exist machines in which the field excitation is produced
by permanent magnets or by superconducting magnets. In the latter two
cases the operating flux density is not deteriined by ealturation effects,
but corresponds to the maximum energy product (B H) max, in the case
of permanent magnets, and to the critical value H , in the case of superconducting magnets. B is then much smaller than B in the former case,
and much larger than B in the latter. The loss/power ratio .. obtained
by introducing into Eq. •1 5) the appropriate value of B.
Similarly, in the case of an iron-cored electromagnet the appropriate B is
B=•[Uo'
i JL B
(19)
B \U H B s = ýU° J
s8(9
The converted power is then
pc = J Bv =u

L B

5
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v

(20)

and the loss/power ratio is

P 3ilo pc
'o B2L

'
2 v4

(2 1)

We observe that r is both a function of PC and of the dimensions.
C.

Technological Limitations

The maximum power density that can be attained with electromechanica' power converters is determined by limitatior.s in thi. mechanical, magnetic, and thermal pro.erties of the materials.
Thc mechanical limitations manifest themselves in three forms: (1)
centrigugal forces in rotating devices, (2) magnetic pressure, .nd (3) transfer of mechanical power through the shaft. Assuming a mechanica stress
somewhat lower than half the tensile strength of steel, i.e. n = I0 N/mr
the maximum speed in rotating devices is v = 300 m/sec and the maximum
flux density B = 40 T. This limiting value also corresponds to the maximum
critical field in superconductors. The construction of force free coils is not
practical in electromechanical power converters. However, the limitations
arising from magnetic pressure can be alleviated by increasing the surface
subjected to stress for a given volume. This is accomplished by the construction of complex machines, such as the imbricated disks realization of
the homopolar converter.
The magnetic 3aturation effects restrict the use of iron cores to
B<2T.
With regard to the thermal limitations, we can express the maximum
heat that can be removed by the cooling fluid per unit volume as
c AT
L

q

vf

(22)

where c = specific heat
AT a maximum allowable temperature rise
vf

= fluid velocity

In steady state, the heat removed must balance the losses, or
rrpc

LT vf

(23)

We now express pc in terms of the limiting condition for mechanical
power transfer as
P_ =

v niv

(24)

SL
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where v is a numerical factor which must be less than one when
mechanical power transfer can be achieved. We then have
V= (c

T)

(-T
v

n

)-L =
'Vh
r

(2511

We conclude that the losses can be removed only if v < vh.
In general we have
c ,T

Z 1

for liquid cooling

n
<

vf

1

v
(with-•
1 in the usual mach~,e.s)

v
I >
I
(with
As I in low efficiency machines) (26)
r
r
We observe that heat removal becomes the limiting factor only in
low efficiency rrachines which must, then, be operated under pulsed conditions. In all other cases ,v > 1, and hence mechanical transfer is the limiting factor. This conclusion h~as been confirmed by othersi 3].
D.

Performance Diagrams

The performance .- the various types of converters is conveniently
compared in terms of two dimensionless parameters:
(1)

G is the product of the loss/power ratio times the magnetic Reynolds
number. It is a measure of the inefficiency of the machine. For
the general case, in which the resistivity P of the armature conductor differs from the resistivity P f of thefield conductor, we have
EL

(27)
* a'

(21

f

v is the previously introduced ratio of the density of converted power
to the maximum power density allowed by the mechanical stress on
the materials. It is a measure of the mechanical utilization of the
materials. For the general case we have
,P= PLP-a

(28)

In terms of the loss factor 8 the various machine classes compare
as follows:
Class 1: 0 = I
Class 2: 8 = u n v
B

2
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Cla:s 3:

B
IS

,lass 4:

(Io.-

n

0=

L

2
8

0 = n
(B H) max

for permanent magnet excitation

0 = n v

for superconducting magnet excitation

3

0

Uo n,
B

for electromagnet excitation

(29)

2

These relations can be plotted diagrammatically on a logarithmic
scale, as shown in Fig. 1. The machines having the best performance appear
at the lower right-hand portion of the diagram. For instance, the machine
M is superior to machine '"A,, because it has the same power and better
efticiency (00 < 81): it is also superior to machine M , because it has the
same efficiency, but a higher output per unit volur'e. ?n contrast with the
machines of the classes 1, Z, and 4, which can be represented by single lines,
the machines of class 3 occupy a band, because of th, variable parý.rneter

L/1.
rhe specific power of a converter can be increased by compensating
for the armature reaction and by avoiding iron saturation. As was mentioned
in Sec. C, this can be accomplished by increasing the number of the ,-onstitutive elements of the converter at the price of increasing its complexity. It
is, therefore, interesting to determine the limits ior each class above for
which a complex construction :_s indispensable.
According to Eq. (5), the total power crossing a surface S enveloping the converter is:
=f [

uH

H.

n)-

Hz _] .

ds

(30)

s

The surface elements of interest are those for which v . n = 0, so
that the total power becomes
(31)

P S = B nt Ht S v
where B U = normal component of flux density

H = tangential component of magnetic field intensity
Since B & H
and v are limited for each class, one c.n only attempt
to increase S.
•or a simple machine
S -- V Z/3

(3Z)
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A machine will be defined as complex if

S > .,2/3

(33)

The loss/power ratio relations for such complex machines have not
been derived here, but can be glean( 4 from Fig. 1.
We assume that copper with a resistivity P = 2 x 10-8 Q-m is used
for both armature and field conductors.
The diagram of Fig. I then reduces
to that shown in Fig. 2. The points of maximum attainable power for each
class ire indicated by the letter M.
We observe that, for all domains of utilization, there always exists
a machine of class 1, or of clais 4 with superconducting magnets, or of class
3 whose perf)rmance is superior to that of a classical machine. Variable
reluctance machines are particularly interesting for low power levels; the
air-cored machines are preferable for high powers, while the machines with
superconducting magnets occupy an intermediate position.
If one fixes r,
eters become

add v in addition to P, the non-dimensional param-

8= L - V '/3
pc L - 12

so that

V

3 and P

P

PV

-2/3

(34)

E.)2

Ti.- diagrams of Fig. 3 and 4 are drawn for v = 150 m/s and 9 =
98 'o and 90.6 -espectively.
We observe that the machines with superconducting
magnets are aiways superior te the classical machines. T1he air-cored machines become superior to the classical machines, when their power exceeds
1, 000 M W for an efficiency of 98% and 10 M W for an efficiency of 90".
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Symbols Used
(Wb/m

B

magnetic flux density

Bn

normal component of B

5

saturation value of B

s

c

specific heat

(J/kg, 'KI

f

force density

(N/ni 3

F

force

H

magnetic field intensity (A/m)

Ht

tangential component of H

H

value of H ir. the air

0

T)

3

(N,

2

(A/mr

i

current density

t

length dimension of pole pieces

L

length characteristic of field coils

M

magnetic polarization vector

n

ave:tor of unit length normal to a surface S

n

tensile strength 'N/r.2;

pi; p

power density

P

pov.we r

r

loss ratio

Rm

magnetic RPeynold's number:
velocity

S

surface bounding a volume V

t

time

T

temnpe rature

v; vf

velocity

(W/rr

)

(-r.)
(.-)

(A/m)

dissipated; converted

(W)
(p /
diffusion velocity of EM field/conductor

(seconds1
(0 K

(rn/s,; fluid velocity
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R

=

volume

V
m

(m3

magnetic energy density

(J/m

3

u

magnetic permeability

(H/r)

u°

magnetic permeability of vacuum (47 x 10'

P ; p

resistivity (f0 - m) of armature; field conductors
efficiency of power conversion

PC

H/m!

Pj
PC

numerical factor, < I for mechanical power transfer to be possible
h
0

maximum ýalue of %permitting removal of heat loss
loss factor (r R

measuring inefficiency of a rn,.chine
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VI.

Related Topics

A.

Switching:

1.

Introduction - Relevant to the production of high-energy pulses is an
widerstanding of how materials respond to exceptionally high pressures
and temperatures. Beyond critical stresses, it is k1nown that phase
transitions occur which drastically change their properties. Insight into
such phase changes may help to overcome the limitations Uf present devices, and to suggest new ones. For examole, controllable changes
from the dielectric to the metallic state, and the reverse could provide
the switching mechanisms in pulse generators where they play a crucial
role.

Z.

Puls:rs Utilizing Switches - Inmplosive compression uf magnetic fields is
one state-of-the-art technique used to generate megajoule pulses. Crawford [1 )et al describe one helical coil device (medel 129) that delivers
6.6 MA into a load inductance of 70 nH1(1. 5 MJ) in 44 u sec "routinely"
with the aid of 17 pounds of high explosive. Shearer [ 2] et al present
data for a similar helical coil (design 10) that reliably sends 10 MA
pulses into a load of 80 nH (4MJd). They feel that the performance limitations may be associated with the effects of the dense hot gases at the
center of the implosion. Magnetic fields of 2 MG, reached during the
implosion, correspond to pressures of 160 k bar. Perhaps a knowledge
of the thermodynamic and electrical properties of gases at these oressures and higher may be helpful in designing higher-energy generators.
Crawford et al were able to achieve an order of magnitude reduction ia
the pulse rise t me. By use of an ingenious switching tr ' -ique (a coinbination of an e:xploding wire fuse and a dielectric breaku.
switcht they
reduced the rise time to 3 tu sec. Perhaps the phase changes mentioned
previously coulc be employed for switching in implosive generators of
this type not onl: for compression of the pulse rise time, but also as a
substitute for tho mechanical crowbar switches used normally to trap the
initial flux at the be, -..-.:.ng of the compression period.

Metallization and Non-ideal Plasmas

Cascaded flux compression generatorg have been proposed by Cumrnings [ 3], and implementation made possible by his lescription of an
autotransormer that may be used to couple between stages. Here, interstage switching is an important ingredient. In this scheme, the same
upper limit to tne pulse energy may be set by material stresses associated
with megagauss magnetic fields.
As a last example of pulsers utilizing switches, the ballistic method
under investigation by Waniek [ 4] et al extracts kinetic energy from a
projectile by forcing ic to do work against magnetic fields of cc-,s. The
accumnu.ated magnetic energy is continuously moved forward, from coil
stage to coil stage, ,n anticipation of the arrival of the projectile. Rectifiers in the individual coil circuits serve as switches to successively
permit the flux to build up, and then entrap it, for subsequent transfer
into the stage ahead.
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3.

Metallization of Hydro en - Experiments performed in the USSR, recently
reported by Grigor'ev[ 5] et al, describe the implosive compression of
hydrogen. Data obtained for the density in the range 0. 4-8 M bar showed
an -brupt increase at 2.3 M bar from 1.08 to 1.3 g/cm-.
This dis,.ontinuity is consistent with a phase transition from the molecular gaseous state to a metallic state, predicted by many on tCieoretical grounds.
Supporting conductivity measurements were not made. Similar work is
being done in the U. S. at Livermore. There is a possibility that metallic
hydrogen may be metastable, w-.th stored energy from 30-40 ti.nes that
of TNT.
(In this connection, the ,ntriguing suggestion has been made
that such a metastable supercooled state of a dense plasma may occur
naturally at normal temperature in the form of a ball of lightning [ 6].
Metastable states may also be present in the dense plasma bunches which
form on the open surface of cxplodi-g substances[ 7]).

4.

Phase Transitions in Metal Vapors - In above-critical rn,-cury vapor,
non-metal-to-metal transitions have been obse:ved [ 8].
At 15500 C,
increases in pressure from 1. 6 - 1. 8 k bar are accompanied by density
inrteases from 2-6 g/cm 3 and conductivity increases by a factor of
100. In above-critical cesium vapor. non-metal-to-n, etal transitions
were also observed [ 9 ] at pressures of the order of 100 bars.

5.

Metallization and Non-Ideal Plasmas - When a gas consisting of atoms
above the critical temperature is gradually compressed, a state may be
reached in which the wave functions of the valence electrons of neighboring atoms overlap each other. The valence electrons are then collectivized (i.e., shared in common) and the substance ceases to con!;ist of
atoms only, but, instead, consists r: free electrons and ions. This is
the essence of the metallization phenomenon.
In ideal olasmas the thermal energy exceeds the jn$rgy of Coulomb
intcraction witrl.n a Debye radius r,1 )
(' 0 kT/2 e2 n ) I . This inequality is r'everd
in dense plasmas; _ence Lhe parameter
re (e/'14w( r D)/(kT/e) serves as an index of nonideality. For ex.-peri.nental study of such dense plasmas, cesium vapor has been a preferred
choice because its high atomic v-eight enables it to be efficiently f.eated
by shock waves, and because 1t :an be easily ionized due to its low ionization potential. A high concer. -a=.-ýn of charged particles can, thus,
bz obtained at relatively low temperatures. In recent experiments, the
value of r = 4 has been reached [ Ij.
With such large departures from
ideality, theories based on the sta
of an ideal piasi.ia predict a ioss
of thermodynamic stability. It has been postulated that such a system
separates into two phases: a plasma vapor, and a quantized plasma
liquid with strong electrostatic interaction between charged particles.
The unusual character of the current drop and the anomalous behavior
of the resistance in experiments with exploding wires has been associated
[ 11] with the effect of such a plasma-phase transfo-mation, and with the
consequent formation of a rarefaction shock. It would be of interest if
this conjecture received further experimental confirmation.
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Anuther phenomenon which presents particular interest is an instability which may iffect shock fronts propagating in non-ideal plasmas.
Such instabilities, leading to what Fortov terms "spontaneous sound
emission" may actually prevail in cesium shock tube experiments [ 12).
6.

Theoretical Aspects of Non-Ideal Plasmas - The state of the art with
regard to theory leaves much to be desired. From the microscopic point
of view a non-ideal (dense) plasma is regarded as a collection of electrons,
ions, and atoms interacting via Coulomb forces. In the high density regime, quantum effects play an essential voie in determining the thermodynamic pr-.perties and the stability of the s)stem. Quantum th'-,.ries
of dense pla imas have not yet been develope,&to the point whe-- it can
reliably be .Ierided whether or not there is a ý.paration into two phases.
The thermodynamic functi
- of the cesium plasma have been calculated using various approxima ,ns to consider the contribution of
bound states and the influence of Coulomb interactions [ 10]. These
theories are valid for I'much less than unity, although some are expected
to extrapolate better into the strongly nonideal range than others. For
strongly nonideal plasmas the calculation r:ust be made with no separation of the particles into free and bound states [ 13].
Montecarlo techniques were used to evaluate the configuration integrals. Since in a
strongly nonideal plasma it is impossible to o.xclude the appearance of
phase transitions, Norman and Starostin [ 13] used a method which provided for the possibility of studying them.
We have kno..ledge from unpublished experimental data [14] that
none of the existin6 theories gives an accurate account of the iffects of
nonidealit-! on the state of equilib-'ium and on the ionization baiance.
Experimental results [ 14] show that in the region which is experimentally accessible with cesium vapor, the degree of ionization
seems to vary very little with changes in the variables p, p, and T despite the great changes that all theories would predict. This could be
accounted for by t.e fact that the effect of an increase in pressure through
an increase in the number of free charged particles (the correction in
the equation of ionizatioz: equilibriumi and the decrease in pressure
through the interdction of free pirticles (the correctiGor in the equation
of state) almost completely compensate one another.
Another point of disagreeýment between theory and experiment 141,
involves the density behind the incident wave. Whereas at low pressures
that density coincides with the predicted one, at higner pressures it dev- ites and moves upwards from the isothermic curve by at least 30%
(with an experimental error cf + 10%). This seems to indicate a stronger influence of rionideahty u.on the equation of ionization eouilibrium
than upon the equation of state.
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Finally, with regard to the state behird the reflected shock, even
though the density agrees (within an experi'nental error of + 25%) with
the calculations, [ 141 there are no clear rigns of the onset of a pi-ase
transformation, even though the nonideali'.y parameter Preaches a value
of at least 4. In all likelihood, the class~cal Debye theory predicts a
higher degree of interaction, than that whirh actually takes place.
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Symbols Used
e

Charge of an electron (1.602 x I0"19 C)

k

Boltzmann constant (1. 381 x 10"2 3 J/°K)

n

e

Number of electrons/meter 3

2

p

pressure (N/mr

rD

Debye radius (m)

T

Temperature

°0 K)

Dielectric constant of vacuurn (.85 x

0-2

/•/m

Densi':y (kg/m3n

P

Index of non-ideality, Coulomb/thermal energy ratio.

6$

VI.

1.

B.

Comments on Superconductivity

Introduction
At the present time, interest in superconducting phenomena and their
technological applications is very high. Examples of design studies, experimental devices, experimental large machines and large magnets involving superconductors are listed below to suggest the curreut degree of
activity in this area:
Large Scale Devices and Studies
a.
Brookhaven National Laboratory design study of the feasibility of underground transmission of 3-phase 6 0-cycle power by a superconducting
cable system. [ 1]
b
Construction at MIT of an experimental 2 MW 3-phase synchronous
generator using a superconducting field winding on the rotor. This "illows
successful operation of an earlier 45 kW machine. [ 2]
c.
Large magnets [ 31 - In operation at Argonnes National Laboratory
is a 4.8 rmeter ID, 1.8 WB/m 2 , 80 MJ magnet. Under construction for
the Batavia National Accelerator Laboratories are 4. 26 meter ID, 3 Wb/n
coils. Installed at CERN iz a 4.6 meter ID, 3.5 Wb/m 2 , 800 MJ magnet.
A I-MW MI-HD generator is under development for the USAF using
d.
a 5Wb/m 2 superconducting magnet. [ 3]
e.
Construction of experimental vehicles for high-speed ground transportation using magnetic levitation with the aid of superconducting coils. [ 4, 5]
Successful operation of a 3250 HP homopolar motor using superconducting windings (in England). Design studies of a superconducting
marine propulsion system. [ 6]
g.
Stanford Linear Accelerator:
ment. [ 71

niobium cavities are under develop-

Small Scale Devices
a.
Use of Josephson junctioa devices for picosecond switching applications in computers at IBM Watson Research Center. [ 7]
b.
Developmer.t of Josephson junction shift registers using magnetic
flux quanta as informnation bits at BTL. [ 8]
c.
Use of Joseph-,on junctions for standardization of the volt at the National Bureau of Star.dardz. [7]

•
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d.
Application to the measurement of very small magnetic fields and
voltages at low frequencies. [ 9]
In view cf tnis flurry of activity, it is natural to ask: Is there some
way to harness these developments tc generate very large pulses of microsecond duration?
Before this question is considered, it would be useful to gain some
understanding of superconducting phenomena.
With this goal in mind, a
brief review is presented of basic ideas and state-of-the-a-1t advances in
this area.
2.

Normal-Superconmucting Transition Temperatures At DC, in the absence
of magnetic fields, below a critical temperature, superconducting materials completely lose their resistance. The critical temperature T at which
this abrupt transition occurs delenis on ti-e material. Table I lists T
for various elements, alloys and c'impounds [ 1, 10, 11, 18]. To date, c
23.20 K is the highest reported critical temperature [ 18], obtained for
Nb7Ge.
For thermonuclear rese-rch studies, advantage has been taken of
the zero-resistance propcrcy to construct coils (of Nb3Sn ribbon conductor)
operatihg in the persistent mr.de [ 3]; that is, currents once initiated in
short-circuited coils are thereafter relied upon to maintain themselves.
Powell and Danby of BNL proposed using the persistent mode for magnetic
su3pension of high-speed ground vehicles, a scheme now being employed
to build experimental trains in Japan [ 4].

3. Effect of Steady Magnetic Field on Tc if t :sufficiently small" magnetic
fields thread the superconductor, it is found that T c is reduced. if
"s fficiently large" magnetic fields thread the superconductor, it is found
that the superconductivg state cannot be induced at all.
WNhen the supercoiducting transi-tion occurs with small H, it is coincident with a total
expulsion of the rnagneti,- field from the material except for a small sheath.
W.thin this sheath, there is an exponential decrease of H with penetration
e pth [7]
!
m
1 '31f the order of 1000A. knm, e are electron mass

arid charge. N is the numrber of conduction electrons/volume in the superconducting phagse.
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Table I
Some Superconducting Materials
T (0 K)

Alloys

Comments

H (kOe)
C

C

Elements

I

Pb

7. 1

0.8

Sn

3.72

0.3

Hg

4.15

0.4

Type I

V

5.30

1

Type 2

N'b

9.26

2-20

NbTi

10.0

120

NbZr

10.8

90

NbTiZr

Ductile

-

Ductile

-

Widely used
in US& Europe

Preferred ma-

terial in USSR
& Japan
Compounds

Nb 3Sn

18.3

230

V 3Ga

15-1ý

220

Nb3 Al

19.3

360

V 3Si

17.2

.
Nb Al Ge"

20.7

New Comrpounds[ 10, 11, 18]
Nb-C-N
N-b 3Ge

14-18.2
22.3

Nb 3Ge

2 3.2

Brittle

410
Flexible 6-10 uD
filaments

The critical value of magnetic field H above which suDerconductivity cannot be irnduced and below which it can is given in TabIe I [ 1]. Ths
manner in whici. the presence of a magnetic field influences the transition
temperature is ;hown in Fig.1l 12] for Nb 3 Sn, a material widely used for
magnet construction because of its ability to remain superconducting at
very high field values. A similar graph shows magnetic field - temperature envelopes for the 3 classes of supercondacting materials []
(Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2.

Temperature vs field envelopes
for three types of superconductor.

Behavior ln a steady r'magnetic field serves as the basis for a division
of superconductors into two classes.
A low-field suoerconductor like Pb or Sn is called Type 1. It is
characterized by a behav-ior in magnetic f:elds as follows: Below- H ,
it is a superconductor, with total exclus:on of B from the interior of the
material. This imp les that current flow, when present, must occur in
the sheath, if the current is increased sufficiently iin the absence of an
externally applied field) to create an H >H , the conductor discontinuously
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reverts to the normal state. In the superconductiuig state where H < Hc,
the magnetization characteristic is reversible.
A high-field supercondu-tor like Nb Sn is called type 2, because it
exhibits the following behavior in magneti2 fields: For small H < H Is it
totally excludes B from the interior and has a reversible magnetizaion
characteristic. For H >H _I but below H c,
it is still superconducting,
but permits limited entry o1flax into the interior. Within a homogeneous
material, flux quanta form a regular pattern which has been directly observed (see Fig. 3)[ 13] after being predicted theoretically by Abrikosov
[ 14]. Each flux line site is viewed as the center of a local circulating
current or vortex. The range
< H < H
is called the vortex state,
accordingly; also the mixed state, since it ies between the superconducting
state of type 1 and the normal state. The magnetization characteristic is
not reversible in the range Hcl <H <Hc2> but is reversible if H <Hc V

Fig. 3.

Flux lattice of ? type 2 superconductor, mixed state, with
magnetic field normal to the plane of the paper. EaLh dark
spot represents the point of eAit of a flux line (which contains
one flux quantum)n decorated with about 25 ferromagnetic particles for visualization. This is a view of top surface of a
Pb-ln cylinder B - 70 G, T = 1.2 K.

Fig. 3 Flux lattice of a type 2 superconductor, mixed state, with magn-tic
field normal to the plane of the paper. Each cark spot represents the
point of exit of a flux line (wlich contains one flux quantum) decorated wiun
about 25 ferromagnetic particles for visualization. This is a view of top
surface of a Pb-In cylinder B,- 70 G, T =
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1.20 K.

4. Flux Flow
The concept of flux flcw is a cruzial one in the understanding
of stability and loss problems in engineering applications of superconductors. A bar of type 2 superconducting mater:al in the vortex state
is fmagmagnetic field, as sketched
i-ed to carry a current normal to an applied

below [ 15]:

Before current w•as turned on, the flux line pattern is imagined to appear
as in Fii. 4. With the tr...nsport current flow present, the field outside
the bar, on the left, is stronger than that exterior to the bar on the right.
No,., the allov•ab.e vortex density on the leit exceeds that for the 0 current
state, wnereas it is below the 0 current condition on the right. A drift of
vortices from left to right is then to be expected, in view of tha vortex
gradient and the fcrces that the flux quanrta exert upon each other [ 14].
Thins fluinx flow is a dissipative process [ 15] when it occurs. It is found,
ho-,ever, that imperfections vithin the material tend to pir. the flux lines
ov counteractinz these forces, preventing free flux flow, and allowing
appreciable -radie:,ts in vortex density to stably exist across the material
(FiP, 51
1,fl. Str(.na enough currents can initiate flux flow by overcoming
the pinning forces.
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Use has been made of a 2-fluid model, in which behavior below the transition temperature T is accounted for by a combination of normal and superconducting mechaniinms.
6. Loss and Stability Mechanisms
A fundamental kind of thermal instability that afflicts superconductcrs is "flux jumping. " Suppose a type 2 superconductor carries a large
current. if for some reason there is a small local temperatu-e rise,
there will be a reduction of flux-pinning forces and a migration of flux.
If the heat generated is not removed quickly enough, additional temperature rise and flux movement occutrs. A section of the superconductor can
then rise abovQ T c and can initiate an uncontrolled sudden complete reversion to the normal state.
Stabilization against a catastrophic event of this sort has beet, achie -ed by mai-ing the superconductor of fine filaments (NbTi, 20 4rniD for
example) embedded in a copper matrix, as shown in Fig. 6 [ 7]. The copper serves the dual function of improving thermal conductivity, and providing a bypass c'irrent path for a filament if it should become normal until it returns to the superconducting state. Filaments 10 urr in diameter
are thought to be intrinsically stable against flux jumping.
The degree of stabilization depends on the relative amounts of copper and superconductor. Full staLilization, which permits cormplete tra-isfer of current to the copper, is extremely expensive, results in low current densities, and can be used only where total reliability is required.
In other situations, partial stabilization is satisfactory.
Relative motion of portions of superconducting windings [ 3] results
in local heat generation. Mech~nical rigidity is therefore important to
reduce perturbatiL,
leading to runaway instabilities.
When time varying external fields or time varying currents are to
be transported using superconductors, operation well below T is preferred. This is so when viewed interras of the equivalent circuit above
and surface impedance losses because N increases and N1, decreases
as T is lowered below Tc. In addition, t~ie critical magnethc fieldHc2
increases as T is lowered. Also, at high field levels in type 2 superconductors, varying fields result in hysteresis losses.
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Fig. 6.

7

Cross section of 1.67 - by 3.35 mm Nb-Ti composite
containing 2133 strands of Nb-Ti in a copper matrix,
with 0. 5 t-st/nch-capable of carrying 2200 amperes
at 6 Wb/m . The twist is needed to allow the flux to
penetrate into the conductors.

Application of superc-o._uctivity to pulse generation
Sorre thought has been given [ 3, 1.] to the use of superconcucti-ity
in pulsed systems. This has beeri done primartly with the idea of reduca capacitive system
storage system -elative to
ing the size of a magnetic the
simplest for delivery of pulses to a load.
wh~ch might be normally
From a very general point of view, the task of generating large u
second pulses involves storage of electrical energy. Delivery of a 1 terawatt, I u second pulse to a load requires an energy transfer of I megajoule during the pulse. Energy storage in capacitor banks and in coils
[3, 17] is shown concaptually in the diagram, together with the ? diffeý-rent
kinds of switching mechanisms needed.

Fig.

7.

-

Capacitive and Magnetic Energy Storage Systems
and their Associated Switching Mechanisms.
I7

in this c3oitext, superconductivity can serve to decrease the magnetic
energy storage volume; i.e., can increase magnetic energy storage density [ 3]. Perhaps also the existence of critical magnetic fields in superconducting materials can be used for sawithing in the magnetic system,

thus:
Storage state
Branch '1)

Switched state

Superconducting (Low 1)

Branch (1)

Normal

(High R)
(2)

Normal (High R)

(2)

Superconducting
(Low R)

However, even this modest suggestion requires answers to many
basic quest-ions. "W.ha, is the time scale for switching from the superconducting to the normal s'ate within a volume the size of &te switch?

The picosecond time scales in. Josephson junctions may not apply here.
!t is known that losses occur under transient conditions. But is this an
in:oortant consideration here? Perhaps the development :f an ingenious
crowbair u3invg superconductors of the type suggested here can change the
present onrfav, rable outlook for the application of superconductors to narrow pulse generation into a favorable one.

I
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B

Flux density

C

Capacitance (F)

e

Charge of an electron (1.602 x I0"19 C

ic

Critical m;,.netic field strength

I

Current (A)

J

Current density (A/m

L nEqu,valent

sheath inductance (x width) for norma!i,
sus.zsrconducting
currents (H x ml

m

Mass of an electron (9. 11 x 10

N nsumber

2)

of electrons/meter

conducting phase

kg)

in the normal.

super-

R

Resistance (ý2)

R

Equivalent sheath resistance (x widthi for non-mal
currents (Q.x m)
Critical ternperat'ure (0K)

T
c

Depth of penetration (m)

Permneability of vacuum

(4r x 10-

Scattering time for N n electrons
n
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